
N059-N062 Briggs Models N scale ALCo RS-27 Instructions

Step 1

Remove resin parts from bag. The model is 3D printed to a quality similar to injection modeled plastic 
kits. As this is, a different process compared to regular 3D printing (i.e. Shapeways) there is no removal 
of the waxy material on the subject during the printing process. The kit and parts come ready to build. 
There may be several areas that will need a light sanding due to the printing process. Doing this before 
the assembly process will result in a better quality finish. 



Step 2

With a number 80 drill bit and a pin vise begin drilling holes for grab irons, lift rings, windshield wipers, 
etc. I started on the short hood but anywhere is fine. There are many pre-located points from the print 
process to drill but depending on what prototype you are making you may have to locate some of your 
own. Always refer to your prototype photos during the build process. 

Step #3

Superglue or epoxy the short hood, cab and long hood together making sure the sill along the lower 
portion of the locomotive is level. These parts should almost click into place but some manoeuvring may
be needed.



Step 4

Glue pilots to the frame as shown below. Do your best to make the top of the pilots flush with the top of
the deck. If the bottom is slightly off it can be sanded to shape. 

Step 5

Micro-Trains 1015 couplers can be added. You might want to use a shorter screw than what comes with 
the couplers as these come dangerously close to going through the deck on the hood ends. 



Step 6

Go to work with detailing the pilots. There are locator holes for uncoupling levers and other parts. Two 
different types of uncoupling levers are offered in the kit so please refer to prototype photos.

Step 7

Moving to the roof of the long hood, add the photoetched grill and lift rings. There are several pre-
marked holes for the liftrings but again I have seen several versions on different prototypes. I would 
suggest painting the fans underneath the roof grill before it is permanently glued otherwise the colour 
of the grey plastic will show through. 



Step 8

On the short hood and cab begin by applying grabirons, windshield wipers, air deflectors and cab 
window. Insert handrails into pre-marked holes in the deck above the pilot. Be sure to dry fit these and 
pre-bend the etched hand rail so they fit properly into the pilots. Add resin deck lights.

Step 9

Glue the resin headlight housing to the rear hood. Follow the same procedure as step 8 on the rear of 
the long hood. The grabirons differ between prototypes so check your photos. 



Step 10

Apply handrails and brakewheel to the kit. Be sure to dry fit and mark holes where the hand rails meet 
the cab. I guess mine were too low.  Also, make sure handrails at stairs are bent to your prototype’s 
appearance.

Step 11

Add the rollerbearing journal covers.

Step 12

Now, for the most difficult part of the build, or at least for me it was. There is a significant portion of the 
frame that needs to be removed from the Atlas RS-11 chassis. I did mine with a motor tool and a metal 
cutting bit. As you can see it turned out a little messy but the shell fits. All I can suggest is go very slowly. 



Step 13

Reassemble the chassis and place the finished shell on chassis. A prototypical fuel tank has been 
included with the kit. A small section of the chassis fuel tank will have to be removed in order to fit 
properly. Unfortunately, if this is done you will lose the ability to use the brass wipers that make the 
electrical connection with the trucks. There are two ways around this. I am terrible at electronics and 
soldering so I chose to use the old Atlas RS-12 fuel tank (currently available from Atlas for a minimal 
price) with my conversion and use the strips.  The second option is to hardwire the trucks to the motor 
with wire. This is what Atlas has done with their DCC/Sound C-630 and a few other newer locomotives. 

Step 14 

Door handles for the long hood engine doors are included with the kit. I chose not to add them to my kit
until after I finish the painting process. 



Finished model


